50 GLORIOUS YEARS OF SUCCESS - MIDC

The state of Maharashtra is well known for its grand Ajanta caves. The paintings and sculptures in these ancient caves are their most striking feature. The modern sculptor of the state is Dr. Parulekar. He has received many awards for his work in the field of sculpture. Dr. Parulekar is the founder member of Mithi Parulekar Architects Pvt. Ltd.

The sculptor's name is included among the very few companies in India who have received such honours like, Restaurant, Software parks, Corporate buildings and the LEED GOLDEN RATING CERTIFICATE meant for buildings created by him. The most notable projects are the projects for ACC cement, His company constructed the LEED GOLDEN RATING CERTIFICATE, meant for buildings created by him. The most notable projects are the projects for ACC cement, His company constructed the ALOHA MALL, which is the largest mall in the state of Maharashtra. The company has bagged the LEED GOLDEN RATING CERTIFICATE, which is the highest rating for buildings in the world.